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1. Introduction

The data used in this presentation refer to the Republic of
South Africa , InclusIve of the self-governing and
independent national states which are now commonly
accepted to be part of South Africa. The information

exctudes other countries in the Southam Africa region.
The conclusions drawn, hQv.Iever, will most probably
be augmented by the inclusion of data for the other
countries. as the South African economy is krK:rM1 to be
themai1 generator of hccme in the region (at this ju1cture.
not necessati~ the main generat'" 01 growth), and also
because of the size of the South African economy in
relatm to total economic actMty in the region.

2. A macro-economic approach
In the seardl for rrore jobs, better Mlg conditklns ..-d a
more tar and equal distribution of income and wealth. it is
i11petative that the macro-ecorooolc growth rate i1 South
Africa should for the rest 01 tt>s decade, be mantained at
an average 01 at least 4 per cent per annum, 11-. challenge
preserned by tt>s target, v.t1ich many South A'ricans win
regard as too modest and 100 low, is put in petSpeCtNe if
COIT'(Jated with the average annual rate of growth of on~
0,8 per coot in the goss domestic procluct CNa' the past

The minimum investment requirements over the next
seven years to provide sufficient jobs for the growing
population, and gradual~ to reduce the existing undu~
high rate of unemployment have been indicated as aOOut
10 per cent of gross domestic product per year for net
investment, and about 25 per cent per year for gross
investment. The question now arises whether South
Africa will have sufficient means available to finance the
desired volume of investment. The record of the past
seven years again falls far short of this target,
Total gross domestic saving from 1989 to 1992
averaged less than 20 per cent of gross domestic
product per annum . compared with the required
minimum gross domestic investment of about 25 per
cent of gross domestic prodoct. In addition. during the
past decade, the net outflow of capital from South Africa
absorbed SOf'I'l8W'here betoNeen 2 and 3 per cent of gross
domestic product eacI1 year, which further reduced the
dorrestic SlMngs ~ I", the Iinandng of domestic

investment.

The deduction ~ therefore cordusive - based on the
savings ratios and consumption levels of the past. South

ten years.
Based on past experience and on rather lavourable

Africa cannot generate sufficient finance for its
development programme over the next ten years, and
continue to finance a net outflow of capital at the same
time. There remains a financing gap of something Hke 6
or 7 per cent of gross domestic product W'hich, CN8f the
longer term, must lead to severe stresses in the financial
markets. and in the balance of payments.

assumptions about possible improvements in the
average capitaVoutput and cap~aII1abour ratios, this will

3. The social upHftment programme

require an average expansion of the total production
capacity of the South African economy of about 10 per
cent of gross domestic product per year. compared with
an """"'9" of on~ about 3 per cent over the past ten
years, and less than 2 per cent over the past 4 years,
Total gross domestic fixed investment, that is providing
also for depreciation and depletion. will have to equal
dose to 25 per cent of gross domestic product per year,
compared wtth only 18 per cent In the recent past.
Increases In productivity can, of COUf'Se. be another
very important source of growth. In the case of South
Africa, there is a great potential for Increasing both

labour and capital productivity. The two alternative
sources of grO'Nth. namely the expansion of production
capacity and increases in multi·factor productivity, are

supplementary. In the context of the South African
economy, particularly, the Improvement of the income
generating capacity of the population may deserve
priority at this juncture. It will, however. onty lead to more
frustration and social stress if skills o f people are
developed more actively without at the same time also
creating additional employment oppclr't1.JnitJes,
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A substantial part of the future investment programme

wi" have to be diverted into a oomprehensive programme
of human development. I have already referred to the
contribJtion this can make to the improvement of muttifactor productivity, and therefore to an increase in the
economic growth rate. Of particular importance are
enhanced programmes for universal education and
training in bask: industrial skils; other programmes are for
improved basic health standards, needed in their own
right but also needed to support the effectiveness of
training programmes. More projects in the same vein,
such as basic housing and water and sanitation, and also
small business development support, must be Included
In this urgent programme of human development.
Various estimates are r.ow circulating in South Africa
o n the possible cost of such an extensive human
development programme, These estimates vary from a
completely unrealistic "wish" list, to a lTlOI'"e fundamental
basic ·needs~ list, to a more conservative "what Is
affordable" programme. Based on research INOf"k on the
elimination of existing backlogs recently undertaken by

the Development Bank of Southern Africa. capital
expenditure in addition to present levels. would amount
to an estimated A56 800 million. Current expenditure (by
general gowrTVT'OOt) lor this PUIjlOSe would _
rise by
as much as R13 600 mim per _ _ _in Iive~ .
1f it Is assumed that the capital expenditure
programme will be spread out over a frustratingly long
period of ten years. and providing for the if"lCC)fJ:X)l'ation of
the programme within the macro-economic constraints
already referred 10, we once again come back to the
same conclusion as before - there is no way that South
Africa can do n alone.

4. The macro-economic solution
In order to make any meaningful progress towards
easing the economic distress of South Africa at this
stage. the country will therefore have to introduce maJor
structural economic adjustments that are now widely
debated within tM National Economic fonKn, academic
circles. research institutes, public sector institutions, the
government and international institutions with an interest
In the emerging f'l8IN South Africa.
Some of these aspects will undoubtedly also be
covered in the deliberations at this Conference. I will
restrict the rest 01 my remarks to the obvious financir>;J
gap that 'Nin soon become a serious limiting factor In the
economic development programme of South Africa.
unless we should now very urgently address the
proIJIern.

and roterS _

a dynamic trade policy and aggressive

marketing of services, fcr example tourism. to the rest of
tM world.

5. The balance of payments constraint
For obvious reasons. South Africa will In the present
circumstances find it extremely difficult to close the
financing gap entirely through its own internal efforts. At a
minimum. the net outflows of capital which averagod
about 2 per cent of 9'055 domestic product or about US
$2 billion per annum CN8f the past eight years. will have
to be arrested. If an average economic grO'Nlh rate 01 4
per cent per annum shoold be maintained for the rest of
this decade. an average net inflow of capital of
somewhere betv.Jeen 1 and 2 per cent of gross domestic
product will have to be realised.
Fcr this puIlX)SB. South Africa will therefore have to

lookal:
donor funds or intematlonal aid;
short-term trade fina.rx:e;
long-term loan funds In the form of bilateral
negotiated loans and private placements and public loan

issues;
ponfofio investments In South African bonds and

equities: and

As a matter of course, South Africa wlH have to do
more to solve its own problems. for example by:

direct investment in foreign-controlled South African

subsidiaries.
increasing domestic savings. particularly of the
personal sector whidl had dech,d from an average of
4,1 per cent of personal disposable income in the early
1980's 10 on~ 2,2 percent over the pas1 1ive~.
• reducing dissaving by general government. by
restricting the deficit on the Budget of the central
government which had increased from 1.6 per cent of
gross domestic product In 1989190 to B.B per cent In
1992/93. to not more than 3 per cent of gross dcmestic
product: and

Taking acc<lU1t of SolJth Africa's rela1ive1y low level of
foreign debt, tCE coun1ry has ample capacity 10 absorb
and service additional foreign capital inflows. Hopefully.
the European Community w~1 play an important part as a
supplier of funds In all the various categories mentioned
above.

6. The role of monetary policy
More than three years ago. monetary policy in South

Africa set nself the target of first s1abiUsing the domestic
increasing multi-factor productivity, thus contributing
to an increase in economic growth by a more effective
use of the existing production capacity.
South Africa witt. on the other hand. also have to
make itself more attractive for the foreign investor, in
order to reduce the capital outflows which will not only
serve to diminish the financing gap. but also the everthreateong trade or foreign exchange: gap of the balance
of payments. Indeed. the appropriate programme for
strengthenin9 the balance of payments extends well
beyond the capital account of the balance of payments,

financial situation and of then liberalising the system.
more in particular foreign financial relations. thus
preparing the way fcr the financial system to support a

t;g/1e< level of 0C0<100'Nc grow1t1 on a sustainable basis.
Much progress has been made towards adlieviI1g the
first of these objectives. The money supply is now
increasing at a rate of below 5 per cent per annum, the
amount of outstanding bank credit is rising at well below
10 per cent per annum, and both the producer and
consumer rates of inflation are now firmly in the single
digit range.
The domestic financial system has also been
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strengthened in many ways. Fnanclal ree;;Julation of banks
and financial markets now applies sophisticated risk
management tech1iques rather than minimum prudential
requirements based on balance-sheet aggregates.
Sound and good competition amongst relatively free
participants establishes wetl-founded market prices for
most financial services, including Interest rates.
With the lifting of sanctions and the ~sation of
South Africa's internationat finardaI relations, the ~ is
being opened lor some liberalisation of the foreign
exchange market. This should indeed become an
Important element of the next step in the evolutionary
process of making South Africa more oompethive in the
international markets, and also enabling the financial
sector to playa greater role in the expanding at relations
in the Southern Ahican comrT1l.r1ity.
The daunting question for monetary policy is ,
however, _ther the financial resources reqjrad fO<' the
economic development programme can be generated
without disruption o f the monetary equilibrium now
coming within our reach, that is after aJl the strenuous
efforts 01 the past taw years. 100 South African Rese<ve
Bank believes thai it will not be possible to achieve a
higher eve! 01 economfc growth on a sustainable basis,
to increase domestic saving, to apply the necessary
disciplines to both private and public sector consumer
expenditure, to attract foreign capital and indeed to
ensure a smooth transition to a new fully democratic
South Ahican society, unless ove<ail finarciaJ stlbility MI
be mai'l_ within the CWltJy.
The Reserve Bank's efforts to pursue a stable
financial environment is often opJX>Sed from many sides
within the South African community. There is. however,
no gan without pain and In carrying a very hea;y burden
In this regard, monetary poficy is often accused of being
ave< -restrictive and unsympathetic to the many Ieg~imate
~ 01 the country, ~ ~, however, precisely because 01
these needs that monetary pdicy rrust continue to be on
the guard against financial profuskln. The financh-lg gap
which Is so clear1y illustrated by the macro-economic
data presented here t_y, calls IOf financfaf prudency,

and not for extravagance.
I have noted with interest that the European
Community has provided an amount of Ecu 6.2 million
for a IIOters education programme il South Africa. Has
the time not come also for a financial and technical
contribution towards a Similar programme for the
enhancement of economic literacy in the country? For
without a better understanding of the limits and
constraints of macro-economic potentials. the
disappointment of unrealistic economic expectations
could easily become the most imjX)rtant threat to the
survival of the rtf!N.I democracy in South Africa,
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